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Runaway Horses
Belinda Carlisle

__*Capo on 1st fret*__

D
Can t sleep tonight
I feel so shaken
Em                           D
Baby the wind has changed again

D
You came to me
Straight out of nowhere
Em                               D
Taking me where I ve never been

Em              G            Bm              A
Suddenly all of my fences have broken
    G                    A              D
I m cutting the reins of my life

Em     A               D              Em
Whoa Runaway horses
  Bm
Take us through the night
Em                    A             D      Em
You and I on Runaway horses
         Bm                           Em
Ooo baby hold on tight
         Bm                           Em
Ooo baby hold on tight

Out on this road
Everything changes
No nothing never stays as sameÂ 
Faith comes and goes
Dreams are forsaken
We take our chances everyday

I want you here with me
Pray for our destiny
Here on this mystery ride

Whoa Runaway horses
Take us through the night
You and I on Runaway horses
ooo baby hold on tight



Whoa Racing through the darkness
Trying to find a light
You and I on Runaway horses
ooo baby hold on tight
ooo baby hold on tight
ooo baby hold on tight

Em               A                              Bm
Open my eyes, there s so much light
        G
I feel alive when I m with you
Em                A             G  ------
With every end we ll begin again

Em  D Em D Em D Em D

__*The next part goes up one whole step*__
__*Here are the chords just in case*__

F#m   B                E              F#m
Whoa Runaway horses
 C#m
Take us through the night
F#m          B            E        F#m
You and I on Runaway horses
         C#m
ooo baby hold on tight

Whoa Racing through the darkness
Trying to find a light
You and I on Runaway horses
ooo baby hold on tight
ooo baby hold on tight
ooo baby hold on tight
Hold on tight
Hold on tight
Hold on tight
Hold on tight...


